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A. Colonial and Revolutionary America  

 

1. The Founding and Early Years of England’s Southern Colonies to 1700 

 

i. Purpose: Students will learn about the nature and development of the first 

English attempts at permanent settlement in North America. Emphasis will be 

placed on the economic character of the venture, the different backgrounds of 

the immigrants, relations with the natives, as well as the subsequent colonial 

dependence on tobacco and the move toward a system of slave labor. 

 

ii. Background Websites (optional):  

 

1. http://ks.essortment.com/colonialhistory_rsou.htm 

2. http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part1/narrative.html 

 

iii. Key Terms: 

 

1. Roanoke 

2. Powhatan 

3. Jamestown 

4. The 1622 Indian Uprising 

5. Indentured Servant 

6. Nat Bacon’s Rebellion 

iv. Key Concepts:  

1. How did the colonists view the native “Americans”? Were they treated 

as friends or foes, civilized or uncivilized? What were the outcomes?     

2. Did settling in the “New” world translate to the colonists leaving their 

faith behind, or were their beliefs strengthened when confronted by the 

wilderness? 

3. Were all colonists the same? How did differences between those 

peoples that settled in Virginia manifest themselves? 

v. Documents: 

 

1. John Smith's Letter to Queen Anne regarding Pocahontas: 

http://members.aol.com/mayflo1620/pocahontas.html 

2. Bacon's Declaration in the Name of the People: 

http://odur.let.rug.nl/~usa/D/1651-1700/bacon_rebel/bacon.htm 

3. Religion in Virginia by “R.G”: 

http://smith2.sewanee.edu/courses/391/DocsEarlySouth/1661-RG.html 

 

vi. Viewpoint Essay: Did slavery cause racism? 

 

Yes: Mark G. Malvasi, Randolph-Macon College 

No:  Meg Greene, Midlothian, Virginia 

 

You need to be able to: 1. Outline the main points, 2. State the assumptions 

made by the author 3. Identify the evidence their conclusions are based on, 

and 4. Critique them accordingly. Also, you should have an answer of your 

own for the question, primarily based on the viewpoint essay, but also based 

on your class notes, the primary documents, and class discussion. 
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Lecture on the Southern Colonies to 1700 
 

II. King James I and His New World Empire  

 

a. Background to James I  

King James was sickly having crippling arthritis, weak limbs, abdominal colic, 

gout, and a number of other chronic illnesses. He also had physical handicaps 

which affected his legs and tongue. Coupled with numerous attempts on his life, 

he required constant attention and watch care.  

His mother was Mary Queen of Scots who was deposed in 1567 and executed in 

1587 after 19 years in prison. His father, Lord Darnley, was murdered in 1567.  

 

James is the founding Monarch of the United States. Under his reign, we have the 

first successful colonies planted on the American mainland--Virginia, 

Massachusetts and Nova Scotia. King James ordered, wrote and authorized this 

Evangelistic Grant Charter to settle the Colony of Virginia: 

 

"To make habitation...and to deduce a colony of sundry of our people into that 

part of America, commonly called Virginia...in propogating of Christian religion 

to such people as yet live in darkness...to bring a settled and quiet government." 

b. Motivations for a New World Empire  

 

i. Nationalism  

 

Basically, James and the English wanted to rival the Spanish, who had 

brought back cargoes of New World silver, gold, and hides, as well as 

crops such as corn, potatoes, and tobacco that were all very valuable in 

Europe  

 

ii. Population increase  
 

England’s population had been steadily increasing, but experienced a 

surge in the late 16
th
 century due to improved agricultural techniques. 

New World colonies would be a good place to release some of this 

population pressure 

 

iii. Enclosure movement 

 

Owing to an increase in the world demand for wool, many English 

farmers enclosed their field to keep sheep instead of use their land for 

agriculture. This enclosure movement put a lot of agricultural workers 

out of a job and saw large numbers of these jobless youths wander the 

countryside and into the cities. The English authorities wanted a place for 

these “vagabond” youths – the New World would provide the perfect 

opportunity 
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iv. Desire for wealth  

 

The desire for wealth among many English “gentleman adventurers” also 

prompted a push for New World colonies  

 

v. Bring the light of the Gospel to the Natives? 

 

Not so much, but we’ll see 

 

c. Learning the Lessons From the “Lost Colony”  

 

During the reign of Elizabeth, Sir Walter Raleigh organized an expedition in 

1585 to settle Roanoke Island (off the coast of present-day North Carolina) 

In 1587 the colonists arrived 

John White, the colony’s leader, left to go back to England to get supplies and 

provisions, but when he returned the colonists had disappeared 

It’s unknown what happened to them but their demise is most likely owing to an 

unhealthy mixture of diseases and unfriendly natives 

 

d. Eyeing a Colony on the Chesapeake  

 

By the first decade of the1600s, James had his eye on North America as a 

possible location for English colonies because Spain’s power there was declining 

Although an expensive and risky undertaking, the Spanish experience had proved 

that colonization could also be enormously profitable 

With James’s blessing, a group of wealthy Englishmen decided to create a joint 

stock company—where merchants pooled their money together for particularly 

hazardous or risky enterprises—for the purposes of colonizing North America 

In 1606 King James granted the Virginia Company of London a royal charter 

which boldly “gave” the company over 6 million acres of land and everything 

they might contain in present-day Virginia   

 

III. John Smith: The Type of Man it Took to Survive in the Wilderness 

 

a. Smith’s Background  

Born in 1580 in Willoughby, England, John Smith left home at age 16 after his 

father died. He began his travels by joining volunteers in France who were 

fighting for Dutch independence from Spain. Two years later, he set off for the 

Mediterranean Sea, working on a merchant ship. In 1600 he joined Austrian 

forces to fight the Turks in the "Long War." A valiant soldier, he was promoted 

to Captain while fighting in Hungary. He was fighting in Transylvania two years 

later in 1602. There he was wounded in battle, captured, and sold as a slave to a 

Turk. This Turk then sent Smith as a gift to his sweetheart in Istanbul. According 

to Smith, this girl fell in love with him and sent him to her brother to get training 

for Turkish imperial service. Smith reportedly escaped by murdering the brother 

and returned to Transylvania by fleeing through Russia and Poland. After being 

released from service and receiving a large reward, he traveled all through 

Europe and Northern Africa. He returned to England in the winter of 1604-05. 
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Here begins Captain John Smith's American adventures. Apparently restless in 

England, Smith became actively involved with plans to colonize Virginia for 

profit by the Virginia Company, which had been granted a charter from King 

James I. After setting sail on December 20, 1606, this famous expedition finally 

reached Virginia in April 1607 after enduring a lengthy voyage of over four 

months in three tiny ships. When the sealed box that listed the names of the seven 

council members who were to govern the colony was opened, Smith's name was 

on the list. On May 13, 1607 the settlers landed at Jamestown ready to begin the 

task of surviving in a new environment. 

b. Smith and Jamestown  

 

In April of 1607, 3 ships—Godspeed, Discovery, and Susan Constant—carrying 

104 Englishmen (from 144) arrived at the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay 

That night they were attacked by some of the natives! 

They carried on up the James River some 60 miles and settled on a place they 

decided to call Jamestown – they quickly built a fort! 

Throughout May and June there were constant skirmishes: the English had 

musket and cannon, but the Indians’ superior numbers and knowledge of the 

terrain meant that it wasn’t the safest thing in the world to venture too far away 

from the Jamestown walls 

Late in June, Powhatan—the local Indian king—made peace overtures with the 

colonists  

The colonists argued amongst themselves – crops went unplanted and food 

supplies dwindled! 

However, Powhatan’s people came to the colonists’ rescue by bringing corn into 

the settlement to barter – without which the colonists would have starved 

When that was insufficient, the colonists sent out Captain John Smith, who was 

more a soldier than merchant, who would take hostages and kill Indians if they 

weren’t very forthcoming with the corn! 

Smith’s efforts managed to keep the (now 38) colonists alive until they were 

reinforced a year later with a fresh supply of food from England and 120 more 

colonists   

Smith was lucky to survive the first year – he was captured and taken before 

Powhatan, but Powhatan’s daughter, Pocahontas, saved him! 

It’s difficult to convey the precariousness of the Jamestown settlement in the 

early years because, despite the Virginia Company sending hundreds of new 

settlers each year, most died: By 1622, only 1,240 of the 4,270 sent were still 

alive. 

c. Smith and Survival  

In December 1607, he and some companions were ambushed by Indian deer 

hunters. After killing the other Englishmen with him, the Indians carried Smith 

back to their powerful chief, Powhatan, to decide his fate. Powhatan was 

apparently greatly impressed by Smith's self-confidence as well as such mystical 

instruments as an ivory and glass pocket compass he carried with him. Smith was 

questioned about his colony and then made to take part in some sort of ritual or 

trial, after which, in keeping with an Indian custom, he was made a subordinate 

chief in the tribe. Powhatan's 11 year old daughter took part in the ceremony in 
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some way. Smith was constantly unsure of his fate, and he was convinced 

afterward that Pocahontas had saved his life. Smith was released in friendship 

after about four weeks of captivity and returned to Jamestown, guided by Indians. 

Meanwhile, dissent within the colony fermented due to lack of supplies, laziness, 

and periodic attempts at desertion by many of the colonists, and personal 

conflicts among Smith and various leaders, as well as disagreements over new 

policies being formulated in London. As a result, Smith left Jamestown to 

explore and map the Chesapeake Bay region and search for badly needed food 

supplies. Due to bad government and near chaos, Smith was eventually elected 

president of the local council in September 1608. He instituted a policy of rigid 

discipline, strengthened defenses, and encouraged farming with this 

admonishment: "He who does not work, will not eat." Because of his strong 

leadership, the settlement survived and grew during the next year. Unfortunately, 

Smith was accidentally injured by a gunpowder burn and had to return to 

England for treatment in October 1609, never to return to Virginia again. 

IV. Pocahontas: The English Settlement from a Native Perspective 

 

a. Pocahontas and the English 

 

Matoaka was the beautiful and lively daughter of Powhatan, ruler of the land that 

the English named Virginia. "Pocahontas" was her childhood nickname, 

translated as "little wanton," meaning she was playful and hard to control. 

Pocahontas saved the struggling Jamestown colony from extinction twice. The 

first time (Dec. 29, 1607) is the famous story that is retold in the Disney movie, 

Pocahontas, wherein she saves the life of John Smith from execution by 

Powhatan, her father. Powhatan proclaimed that Smith's life was to be spared, so 

that he could make toys for Pocahontas. Whether that part of the story is true or 

not, Powhatan apparently initiated Captain Smith into the tribe as a subchief, 

feasted him, and returned him to the colony. When Smith returned, he discovered 

that the colony had run out of food. Pocahontas kept the colonists from starving 

to death that first Winter, by visiting regularly with plenty of food. 

Six years later, she saved the colony again (Apr. 24?, 1614) by marrying colonist 

John Rolfe. A squad from Jamestown had kidnapped Pocahontas, intending to 

trade her for concessions from Powhatan. Powhatan only met enough of their 

demands to keep negotiations open. During her captivity, leading colonists 

worked to convert her to Christianity. One of those colonists, John Rolfe, fell in 

love with her, and she with him. Pocahontas married John Rolfe, accepted 

Christianity, and was baptized Rebecca. This marriage created several years of 

peace between the Jamestown colonists and Powhatan's tribes.  

b. Pocahontas’s People and the Settlers 

 

 The natives maintained contact with the settlers, but they also kept their distance 

Few Indians converted to Xianity and the English didn’t bother much to try and 

encourage them 

Intermarriage between Indian women and Englishmen was also rare 
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The relationship between them was not one of equals – when the Indians refused 

to trade corn, the settlers would use their superior firepower to attack 

uncooperative villages and village people 

Powhatan probably concluded that the English were better as allies than as 

enemies because of their superior weapons and trade goods 

Powhatan’s dominance over the other tribes in the area grew as a result of his 

alliance with the English 

The colonists relied on the Indians so much because a lot of them were too ill to 

work, the fact that they thought they were “too good” to do menial labor (English 

notions of social hierarchy prevailed) 

The Indians had to change the way they grew their food – traditionally they had 

grown enough just for themselves, now they had to supply the ever-increasing 

population of the English 

In 1618, Powhatan died and his brother, Opechancanough, became “king” – he 

launched an all-out assault on the English in 1622, killing nearly a quarter of the 

colonies’ population. The war lasted 10 years! 

From this point on the settlers concluded that the life of the colony required the 

death of the Indians! 

After 1622, most colonists considered Indians their perpetual enemies 

 

c. James’s Reaction 

 

Because of the 1622 uprising King James revoked the Virginia Company’s 

charter and made Virginia a royal colony, subject to the direction of the royal 

government rather than to the company’s private investors, an arrangement that 

lasted until 1776! 

Now the King appointed a governor—George Berkeley in 1634  

The House of Burgesses (an assembly of representatives set up in 1619) 

remained intact, however 

Under the King, all men had the right to vote – much more representative than 

the House of Commons in England at the time; however, Berkeley, between 1634 

and 1670 worked to steadily disenfranchise Virginians. By 1670, pretty much the 

only people who could vote were landowners  

 

V. Nathaniel Bacon: The Outsider who Pushed Inside   

 

a. Bacon’s Background 

Nathaniel Bacon was born on January 2, 1647, at Friston Hall, and was educated 

at Cambridge University 

He was well traveled, having spent time touring parts of Europe prior to 

emigrating to Virginia  The newcomer's high connections, natural talents-

improved as they had been by cultivation and travel-and magnetic personality 

evidently brought him speedy distinction in Virginia, for he at once began to take 

a prominent part in public affairs, was made a member of his majesty's Council, 

and soon enjoyed the reputation of being the "most accomplished man in the 

colony."  
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b. The Tobacco Society Bacon Found  

Tobacco grew wild in the New World, the Indians smoked it 

The colonists started to grow it when they found out that shipments were in high 

demand in Europe 

Now that the colonists had found their money-making scheme they needed more 

labor, so they recruited lots of indentured servants (people who came over from 

England and had to work for 7 years, after which they were free) 

In the 17
th
 century, Virginia was not a slave society – the work was done 

primarily by white indentured servants 

Severe laws were enacted designed to keep the servants in their place 

Also meant that the colonists’ desire for land grew and so they started expanding 

outwards 

The colonists’ incessant desire to grow more tobacco propelled the evolution of 

Chesapeake society. The requirements of tobacco agriculture shaped patterns of 

settlement, making the landscape of the English colonies in the Chesapeake quite 

different from that of rural England 

Their lives were centered on tobacco! 

Some people were able to get very rich due to tobacco, and because such 

financial success was built on the indentured servitude of others there was a lot of 

social tension in 17
th
 century Virginia between the haves and have nots—the 

have nots (or outsiders) essentially lived in the backwater areas 

 

c. Bacon’s Rebellion 

 

Bacon established himself as a man of standing amongst these backwater peoples 

and when Governor Berkeley wouldn’t let them expand, nor, in their view, 

defend their lands, he took advantage of the situation and raised his own army to 

defeat the Indians. Berkeley denounced him and his followers as rebels…hence 

Bacon’s Rebellion. The rebels marched on Jamestown twice and burned it at the 

second time of asking! But, alas, Nat died in 1676 and the rebellion lost 

momentum. The rebellion ultimately prompted reforms that stabilized relations 

between elite planters and their lesser neighbors and paved the way for a social 

hierarchy to be based less overtly on land and wealth than on race 

 

VI. Toward a System of Slave Labor  

 

It wasn’t until the end of the 17
th
 century that slavery became more widespread in 

Virginia, when planters started following the example set by their countrymen in 

the Caribbean 

African slaves worked the sugar plantations in the Caribbean; for example, by 

1700, the island of Barbados was literally a slave society that belonged to white 

men 

The early settlers of what became known as South Carolina were emigrants from 

Barbados, who brought their slaves with them 

By 1700, blacks made up about half the population of South Carolina, where they 

cultivated rice 

The shift to slave labor in the Chesapeake occurred simply because planters 

began to purchase slaves rather than servants to work in their tobacco fields. The 

advantages of slaves over indentured servants were: 
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1. Although initially costing more, they were slaves for life! 

2. The mortality rate had decreased significantly (more service) 

3. Slaves promised a supply of a perpetual labor force because their 

children would become slaves too 

4. They could also be controlled politically (see Bacon’s Rebellion) 

 

The Chesapeake would eventually become a society where black meant slave and 

white meant free 

By emphasizing the privileges of freedom shared by all white people, the slave 

labor system reduced the tensions between the rich and poor and so succeeded in 

averting another “Bacon’s Rebellion” (Race trumps class)  

 


